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\[ \text{The farmer leads a happy life. At five A. M. he} \]
\[ \text{The farmer's is a lively lot: All sorts of interests}\]

\[ \text{(Joe)} \]

\[ \text{wakes his wife.} \]
\[ \text{Then hand in hand they each morning to the}\]

\[ \text{go and dig. Or as a treat they kill the pig.}\]
\[ \text{field he'll go To watch the dandelions grow.}\]
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They love the cow just like a son: They
And when he's tired of that, he'll lie And

Take the turkey for a run: Then pausing from their
watch the snails go racing by: And then he takes his

labors. They sit around and knock the neighbors.
Vit-tles And sits up on a fence and whittles.
Refrain

Country life's a happy life;
Country life's a happy life,

That's what I've heard, Have you?
Cheer-y and gay and bright,

Some say chickens grow upon one like the dickens:
For New Yorkers know the joy of feeding porkers:

Roosters too have a few boosters. It's such
Farming really is quite charming. Life out
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fun to let the sun there, so some declare, Bake you un-

-til you're brown: when you're down: But to me quite the nice.

-est thing in the country is the train that

leaves for town. leaves for town.